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ABSTRACT
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have been widely employed in rec-
ommender systems including incorporating attention mechanism
for performance improvement. However, most of existing attention-
based models only apply item-level attention on user side, restrict-
ing the further enhancement of recommendation performance. In
this paper, we propose a knowledge-enhanced recommendation
model ACAM, which incorporates item attributes distilled from
knowledge graphs (KGs) as side information, and is built with a
co-attention mechanism on attribute-level to achieve performance
gains. Specifically, each user and item in ACAM are represented by
a set of attribute embeddings at first. Then, user representations and
item representations are augmented simultaneously through captur-
ing the correlations between different attributes by a co-attention
module. Our extensive experiments over two realistic datasets show
that the user representations and item representations augmented
by attribute-level co-attention gain ACAM’s superiority over the
state-of-the-art deep models.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Encouraged by the success of deep neural networks (DNNs) in
computer vision, image and natural language processing (NLP)
ect., many researchers also imported DNNs to improve recom-
mender systems. In these deep recommendation models, attention
mechanism has also been employed broadly for recommendation
performance gains [2, 4, 5, 10]. Although these attention-based
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models have been proven effective, the following problems restrict
the further enhancement of recommendation performance. First,
some of them [2, 4] only employ coarse attention on item-level,
i.e., each item is directly represented by a single embedding based
on which user presentations are generated. Such coarse-grained
embeddings can not represent users and items thoroughly. Second,
although some models [5, 10] incorporate item features (attributes),
also known as item knowledge, to improve the expressive ability of
user/item representations, they only apply attention mechanism
on user side.
Given these problems, we propose a novel deep recommendation
model with attribute-level co-attention, namely ACAM (Attribute-
level Co-Attention Model). ACAM demonstrates superior perfor-
mance due to the following merits. First, its item representations
and user representations are generated based on a set of attribute
embeddings rather than a single embedding, where the attributes
are distilled from open knowledge graphs (KGs) as side information.
Second, the co-attention module in ACAM captures the correla-
tions between different attribute embeddings to augment user/item
representations. As we know, there may exist correlations between
different item attributes, indicating the latent relationships between
items. For example, in movie attributes, actor Stallone is more corre-
lated to genre action film, and actor GONG Li is more correlated to
director ZHANG Yimou. Therefore, the latent relationships between
the target users and the candidate items are uncovered precisely
by the user/item representations augmented based on attribute
correlations, resulting in enhanced recommendation performance.
Furthermore, we add an objective of knowledge graph embedding
(KGE) into the loss function to lean better attribute embeddings.
In summary, we have the following contributions in this paper:
1. We propose an attribute-level co-attention mechanism in a
deep recommendation model, to capture the correlations between
different user/item attributes sophisticatedly, and then augment
user/item representations simultaneously which are helpful for
recommendation performance enhancement.
2. Our extensive experiments demonstrate our model’s superi-
ority over some state-of-the-art deep models including previous
attention-based recommendation models, which apparently justify
the effectiveness of incorporating attribute embeddings and employ-
ing attribute-level co-attention to co-augment user representations
and item representations.
2 MODEL DESCRIPTION
The task addressed by ACAM is top-n recommendation of implicit
feedback [2, 3]. To generate the top-n recommendation list, the
target u should be coupled with each candidate item v and input
into the model to compute yˆuv , which quantifies the probability
that u likes v , i.e., u has a positive feedback to v .
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Figure 1: The proposed model’s framework.
As shown in Fig. 1, ACAM can be divided into three layers, i.e.,
embedding layer, co-attention layer and prediction layer. In the
embedding layer, both u and v are represented by a representa-
tion matrix on attribute-level, rather than a single vector (embed-
ding) as previous models [2–4]. Then, u’s representation and v’s
representation are co-augmented based on the correlations (atten-
tions) between different attributes captured by an attribute-level
co-attention module. In the last prediction layer, a multi-layer per-
ceptron (MLP) is built and fed with u’s representation and v’s
representation to compute yˆuv .
2.1 Embedding Layer
2.1.1 Generating Item Representation. In general, most items and
their attributes (e.g., the actor and director of movies) in an open do-
main can be fetched from large-scale KGs, which constitute knowl-
edge triplets formed as < h, r , t >. The head entity (h) is just an item,
the relation (r ) corresponds to an attribute and the tail entity (t ) is an
attribute value. For example, a triplet < Rocky, starred, Stallone >
describes that Stallone is an actor of movie Rocky. The shared at-
tribute values well indicate the latent relationships between dif-
ferent items [5, 10]. Therefore, M significant attributes (values)
{a1,a2, ...,aM } are first selected to represent an item in ACAM.
The ai ’s embedding is denoted as ai ∈ Rd (1 ≤ i ≤ M). We further
use an item embedding (head entity embedding), denoted as a0,
to supplement the representation of an item. For the convenience
of the following introduction, a0 is also regarded as an attribute
embedding. Thus, an item’s representation is enriched into a matrix
of (M + 1) ×d , as shown in Fig. 1. Please note that an attribute may
have multiple values corresponding to different tail entities in KGs.
For example, a movie generally involves many actors and each actor
corresponds to an entity in KGs and has a unique embedding. Thus,
for an attribute with multiple values, we average all of its value
embeddings (tail entity embeddings) as its attribute embedding.
2.1.2 Generating User Representation. A user in ACAM is repre-
sented by the recentL items that he/she has interactedwith, denoted
as L = {v1,v2, fi,vL}. As the candidate item’s representation, each
interacted item vj (1 ≤ j ≤ L) in L is also represented by the union
of its M + 1 attribute embeddings. Therefore, the target user u’s
representation is enriched to be a cube (tensor) of (M+1)×L×d , de-
noted as E˜u . For those users with less than L historical interactions,
we fill paddings in their representations.
Next, we need to extract the features of E˜u and compress it into
a matrix. It is not only to reduce trainable parameters but also to
feed the co-attention layer (module) conveniently. To this end, we
aggregate the i-th attribute embeddings ofu’s historical items asu’s
i-th attribute embedding through an attention network. Specifically,
we adopt a weighted sum pooling as
aui =
L∑
j=1
FFN (aji ⊕ avi )a
j
i (1)
where aui is regarded as u’s i-th (0 ≤ i ≤ M) attribute embedding,
and FFN (aji ⊕ avi ) is the computation of a feed-forward network
fed with the concatenation of item’s attribute embedding aji and
avi . Thus, u’s representation consists of M + 1 attribute embed-
dings computed by Eq. 1. Such user representations vary given
different candidate recommended items, which have been proven
more helpful for recommendation performance gains than fixed
user representations [2, 5].
2.2 Co-attention Layer
In this layer, both u’s and v’s attribute-based representations are
simultaneously augmented by a co-attentionmodule of symmetrical
neural architecture, as shown in Fig. 1.
Specifically, each of u’s attribute embeddings, i.e., aui , is adjusted
as the weighted sum of all u’s attribute embeddings (denoted as
auj ) where the weight (attention) of a
u
j is computed based on the
correlation between auj and a
v
i . To adjust v’s attribute embedding
avi , we just use the symmetric operation. Such adjustment makes
the embeddings of two correlated attributes more closer to each
other. As a result, the user/item representations generated based
on such adjusted attribute embeddings induce more precise recom-
mendations. For example, it makes a movie starring Stallone easier
to be recommended to a user who have watched many action films.
Formally, we first denote u’s representations and v’s representa-
tions respectively as
Eua = [au0 ,au1 , ...,auM ], Eva = [av0 ,av1 , ...,avM ]
Then, we take nonlinear transformation to obtain the key matrices
Ku ,Kv ∈ R(M+1)×dK and value matrices Vu ,Vv ∈ R(M+1)×dV
based on Eua and Eva as
Ku = tanh(Eu⊤a W uK + buK ),Vu = tanh(Eu⊤a W uV + buV )
Kv = tanh(Ev⊤a W vK + bvK ),Vv = tanh(Ev⊤a W vV + bvV )
(2)
whereW uK ,W
v
K ∈ Rd×dK ,W uV ,W vV ∈ Rd×dV are transformation
weight matrices, and buK ,b
v
K ∈ RdK ,buV ,bvV ∈ RdV are transforma-
tion bias vectors. Next, we obtain a co-attention map S = KuKv⊤,
which is a square matrix of (M + 1) × (M + 1) and each entry
Si j quantifies the affinity between u’s i-th attribute and v’s j-th
attribute, i.e., the correlation between aui and a
v
j . Accordingly, S
stores attribute-level attentions.
Based on Vu ,Vv along with S , all u’s and v’s representations
are revised as
U = softmaxcol (S)⊤Vu ,V = softmaxrow (S)Vv (3)
whereU ,V ∈ R(M+1)×dV , and each row of them represents an ad-
justed attribute embedding. And softmaxcol (·) and softmaxrow (·)
represent the softmax computation in terms of column and row,
respectively.
In order to reduce the number of trainable parameters in ACAM,
we set Ku = Vu ,Kv = Vv ,d = dK = dV in our experiments.
It has been proven that such reduction does not affect the final
recommendation performance.
The last operation in this layer is to use sum pooling1 in terms
of column to compress matricesU ,V into the final representations
of u and v as
ru = sumcol (U ), rv = sumcol (V ) (4)
In ACAM’s prediction layer, the final score yˆuv is computed
through anMLP of three layers fed with the concatenation of ru , rv ,
(avgrow (Eua ))⊤ and (avgrow (Eva ))⊤, where avgrow (·) is the average
operation in terms of row.
2.3 Model Training
As we introduced before, the item embedding a0 and attribute
embedding ai (1 ≤ i ≤ M) are the basis of computing yˆuv . Besides
the cross-entropy loss as in [2, 3], we further use a KGE objective
to learn a0 and ai better, since an item and an attribute value
correspond to a head entity and a tail entity in a KG, respectively.
Specifically, we adopt the objective of transH [6] model since it
learns many-to-many relations effectively. Therefore, we minimize
the following objective function to learn ACAM’s parameters:
O = −
∑
(u,v )∈Y
[
yuv log yˆuv + (1 − yuv ) log(1 − yˆuv )
]
+
λ1
∑
<h,r ,t>∈K
∥(h −w⊤r hw r ) + d r − (t −w⊤r tw r ) ∥22 + λ2 ∥Θ∥2
(5)
where Y is the union of observed user-item interactions and the
negative feedbacks, andK is the observed triplet set in the KG. The
head entity’s embedding h and the tail entity’s embedding t in the
second term are used as a0 and ai , respectively. Andwr and dr are
the hyperplane and translation vector in transH, respectively.
3 MODEL EVALUATION
3.1 Experiment Settings
3.1.1 Dataset Description. We conducted our experiments against
two realistic datasets, i.e, Douban movies and NetEase songs2. The
statistics of these two datasets are listed in Table 1. We fetched
Douban movies’ attribute values from a large-scale Chinese KG
CN-DBpedia [8]. In our experiments, we selected four significant
1It was proven that sum pooling is a bit better than max/min/avg pooling through our
experiments.
2Douban: https://movie.douban.com, NetEase: https://music.163.com
attributes (M = 4) for the two datasets, i.e., actor, director, writer
and genre for Douban movies, and singer, album, composer and
lyricist for NetEase songs. To reproduce our experiment results
conveniently, we have published our datasets and ACAM’s source
code on https://github.com/DeqingYang/ACAM-model.
Table 1: Statistics of the two experiment datasets.
dataset user number item number interaction number
Douban 4,965 41,785 958,425
NetEase 115,995 19,981 2,399,638
For each user, we truncated his/her recent 10 interactions as
the positive samples in test set, and the rest interactions as the
positive samples in training set. We also used negative sampling
[3] to collect negative samples for each user. Note that we inclined
to those popular items (with high rating scores or more reviews)
when selecting negative samples in random, to avoid such cases
that a user did not rate/review an item just due to the unawareness
of the item. In both model training and prediction, each positive
sample was paired with 4 negative samples, which is the general
setting in previous models [2, 3].
3.1.2 ComparedModels. NCF [3]: This is a DNN-based recommen-
dation model consisting of a GMF (generalized matrix factorization)
layer and an MLP, where each user and item is represented only by
a single embedding.
NAIS [2]: This is an attention-based recommendation model in
which only user representations are refined by attention mecha-
nism, and each item is represented by a single embedding.
AFM [7]: It is a neural version of FM which adds an attention-
based pooling layer after the pairwise feature interaction layer.
FDSA [9]: This sequential recommendation model also incorpo-
rates feature-level representations but uses self-attention mecha-
nism to only refine user representations rather than item represen-
tations.
RippleNet [1]: It is a representative KG-based recommendation
model, which was compared with ACAM to highlight ACAM’s
strengths in knowledge (attribute) exploitation.
DIN [10]: It also imports various features to enrich user/item rep-
resentations. Furthermore, it uses the attention mechanism similar
to NAIS to adjust user representations only.
In the following display of experiment results, we adopt three
popular metrics evaluating top-n recommendation or ranking, i.e.,
HR@n (Hit Ratio), nDCG@n (Normailzed Discounted Cumulative
Gain) and RR (Reciprocal Rank). To avoid statistics bias, all model’s
performance are reported as the average scores of 3 runnings. All
baselines’ hyper-parameters were set to the optimal values in their
origin papers.
3.2 Evaluation Results
3.2.1 Hyper-parameter Sensitivity. At first, we list the settings of
some important hyper-parameters in our experiments in Table 3.
The results of hyper-parameter tuning are not displayed due to
space limitation. ACAM and other models incorporating attributes
enhance their performance a little when more significant attributes
are fed, but ACAM still keeps its superiority. In Table 2, we only
display the results of L = 3 and L = 10 towards the two recommen-
dation tasks. We did not focus on the scenario of L = 1 because
Table 2: All models’ top3/5/10 performance for the two recommendation tasks.
L Model Douban movie NetEase songHR@3 nDCG@3 HR@5 nDCG@5 HR@10 nDCG@10 RR HR@3 nDCG@3 HR@5 nDCG@5 HR@10 nDCG@10 RR
3
NCF 0.8417 0.8483 0.7998 0.8113 0.7074 0.7492 0.9279 0.7903 0.7984 0.7689 0.7723 0.6893 0.7193 0.8952
NAIS 0.8443 0.8531 0.8112 0.8253 0.6768 0.7291 0.9336 0.7998 0.8027 0.7772 0.7824 0.6747 0.7140 0.8963
AFM 0.8399 0.8455 0.8080 0.8220 0.7091 0.7499 0.9228 0.8304 0.8358 0.8112 0.8104 0.7405 0.7708 0.9194
FDSA 0.8625 0.8690 0.8257 0.8437 0.7208 0.7598 0.9394 0.8101 0.8119 0.7949 0.8011 0.7339 0.7574 0.8994
RippleNet 0.7966 0.8012 0.7694 0.7743 0.6588 0.7009 0.8957 0.8025 0.8042 0.7848 0.7901 0.7185 0.7437 0.8951
DIN 0.8322 0.8407 0.7982 0.8023 0.6453 0.7028 0.9234 0.7892 0.7936 0.7658 0.7704 0.6723 0.6950 0.8949
ACAM 0.8680 0.8737 0.8324 0.8477 0.7137 0.7613 0.9495 0.8541 0.8576 0.8267 0.8377 0.7379 0.7733 0.9301
10
NCF 0.8335 0.8105 0.8011 0.8165 0.7003 0.7449 0.8491 0.7929 0.7875 0.7654 0.7785 0.6980 0.7177 0.8694
NAIS 0.8595 0.8694 0.8313 0.8440 0.6875 0.7417 0.9449 0.8026 0.8051 0.7823 0.7844 0.6774 0.7165 0.8971
AFM 0.8246 0.8306 0.8041 0.8105 0.7015 0.7404 0.9163 0.8289 0.8343 0.8073 0.8090 0.7410 0.7692 0.9186
FDSA 0.8588 0.8644 0.8292 0.8425 0.7203 0.7629 0.9353 0.8325 0.8278 0.8184 0.8257 0.7516 0.7725 0.9178
RippleNet 0.8173 0.8224 0.7964 0.8002 0.6726 0.7172 0.9104 0.7894 0.7921 0.7670 0.7704 0.7116 0.7359 0.8904
DIN 0.8325 0.8335 0.8002 0.8047 0.6579 0.7098 0.9105 0.7865 0.7906 0.7723 0.7796 0.6812 0.7065 0.8994
ACAM 0.8682 0.8739 0.8325 0.8478 0.7139 0.7634 0.9504 0.8615 0.8642 0.8305 0.8423 0.7498 0.7802 0.9317
a user’s preference can not be inferred precisely by only one his-
torical interacted item. Given that many users’ preferences may
vary as time elapses, using too many historical items to represent a
user would induce noises, so we neglected the cases of L > 10. We
also find that almost all models only improve their performance
a bit when L increases from 3 to 10. It implies that using 3 recent
historical items to represent a user is adequate for many models
to generate precise results. In addition, ACAM achieves the best
performance when λ1 is small, implying that too large weight of
KGE objective will bias the synthetic objective of Eq. 5.
Table 3: Hyper-parameter settings.
dataset d/dK /dV M L λ1 λ2
Douban 512 4 3,10 0.1 0.001
NetEase 512 4 3,10 0.05 0.001
3.2.2 Recommendation Performance Comparison. Table 2 displays
all compared models’ top3/5/10 recommendation performance on
the two datasets. We find that ACAM outperforms NCF from the
table, which justifies the effectiveness of incorporating attribute
embeddings. ACAM’s superiority over NAIS shows that the fine-
grained user/item representations based on attribute embeddings
can improve the effectiveness of attention-based models. It also
justifies the rationale of augmenting item representations and user
representations simultaneously by co-attention mechanism. Al-
though AFM also captures the interactions (correlations) between
different features (attributes) through attention mechanism, it does
not perform well as ACAM. It shows that ACAM’s co-attention
mechanism captures the correlations between different attributes
better than AFM’s attention in terms of recommendation perfor-
mance. Although FDSA and DIN also incorporate feature embed-
dings to enrich user/item representations, they do not perform well
as ACAM, implying that co-refining user representations and item
representations by co-attention mechanism is more effective than
only refining user representations by attention mechanism (DIN)
or self-attention mechanism (FDSA). Although RippleNet is a state-
of-the-art KG-based recommendation model, it is also inferior than
ACAM, showing that ACAM’s co-attention mechanism exploits
item knowledge (attributes) more effectively.
4 RELATEDWORK AND CONCLUSION
NCF [3] is a pioneer work of employing DNNs into recommender
systems which fuses a GMF and an MLP together to learn the
user/item representation. Inspired by attention’s success in com-
puter vision, image and NLP, many researchers have also employed
all kinds of attention mechanisms in recommendation models to
capture diverse user preferences more precisely. For example, AFM
[7] adds an attention-based pooling layer after the pairwise feature
interaction layer, to achieve content-aware recommendation. As
our model, DIN [10] also imports user/item features and introduces
a local activation unit to learn user representations adaptively w.r.t.
different candidate items. Similarly, NAIS [2] assigns different at-
tentions to each historical item of a user to generate adaptive user
representations which bring better recommendation results. FDSA
[9] applies self-attention mechanism to refine user representations
which are generated based on item features.
We propose a novel recommendation model ACAM in this paper,
which first represents users and items with fine-grained attribute
embeddings, and then augments user representations and item
representations simultaneously by an attribute-level co-attention
module. Such augmented representations are proven beneficial to
performance gains through our extensive experiments.
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